To encourage waterway activity along
the Union Canal into Edinburgh it is
suggested that the functions of the
key nodes identified along the canal
are developed as complementary
elements. By considering the role and
function of waterway places in the
context of crusing times, available
services and facilities, waterway
destinations etc it should be possible
to create a desirable and sustainbale
waterway corridor stimulating
waterway and waterside use.
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The Waterway Town.
Ratho is established as an
attractive waterway town.
The existing waterside pub
will be supported by the
proposed canalside
residential development
moorings and has a strong

The overnight mooring
destination for navigation in
and out of the City.
Propose improved visitor
moorings linked to the
waterway hub at Linlithgow
Basin, benefiting from and
supporting local services in the
town.
The train station in Linlithgow
could be used to promote
recreational use of the canal
for walking or cycling, with a
regular link back to the the City
by train.

Boater Servicing.
The proximity to the Shopping
Centre and Food Retail
Superstore make Westerhailles
a potentially useful stopping
point for boaters to fill up on
provisions. This servcing
function could be
supplemented by additional
waterway facilites such as
waterpoints, refuse stores and
pumpouts; suitable sites for
development boat repairs/boat
building could be sought and
promoted to further enhance
the offer. Boat repair yards
typically stimulate boat
movement.

The overnight mooring
destination in the City.
Lochrin Basin needs to
generate adequate waterway
traffic to animate the
waterspace. High quality
visitor moorings should be
supplemented by commercial
and residential moorings to
create a vibrant and
sustainable waterway
neighbourhood throughout the
year.

Wester Hailles

Lochrin Basin
Hamilton Park

Broxburn

121/2 miles
4 hrs cruising

haymarket to Linlithgow c.15mins, frequent c.20mins

Ratho

The Civilised Waterway Park.
Hamilton Park is a relaxed
green waterside space for
people. To optimise the
potential it is important to
establish a waterway
neighbourhood including visitor
and residential moorings.
Opportunities for seasonal
kiosks and activities linking
park and canal should be
pursued.

